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Abstract—Distributed storage systems utilize erasure codes to
reduce their storage costs while efﬁciently handling failures.
Many of these codes (e. g., Reed-Solomon (RS) codes) rely on
Galois Field (GF) arithmetic, which is considered to be fast when
the ﬁeld characteristic is 2. Nevertheless, some developments in
the ﬁeld of erasure codes offer new efﬁcient techniques that
require mostly XOR operations, and are thus faster than GF
operations.
Recently, Intel announced [1] that its future architecture
(codename ”Ice Lake”) will introduce new set of instructions
called Galois Field New Instruction (GF-NI). These instructions
allow software ﬂows to perform vector and matrix multiplications
over GF (28 ) on the wide registers that are available on the
AVX512 architectures. In this paper, we explain the functionality
of these instructions, and demonstrate their usage for some fast
R
computations in GF (28 ). We also use the Intel
Intelligent Storage Acceleration Library (ISA-L) in order to estimate potential
future improvement for erasure codes that are based on RS codes.
Our results predict ≈ 1.4x speedup for vectorized multiplication,
and 1.83x speedup for the actual encoding.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Distributed storage systems (e. g., Google File System
(GFS) [2], Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [3], and
Windows Azure [4]) need to employ redundancy in order
to guarantee availability and reliability. Traditionally, such
systems used the ”triple replication” approach of storing three
copies of each data blocks for this purpose. While this redundancy mechanism is speed-wise efficient, it is very expensive
from the viewpoint of storage costs.
To overcome this challenge, different types of erasure codes
were developed, offering a different balance between storage
costs and speed. Triple replication is on one side of the
equation, and Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) (e. g., RS
[5]) codes are on the other. For example, Facebook [6] saved
multiple petabytes of storage by using RS codes in their data
warehouse. Another example is the Linux Redundant Array of
Independent Disks (RAID)-6 file system that uses RS codes
and is designed to tolerate any failure of two disks [7], [8].
However, although MDS codes reduce storage requirements
significantly, they come at the cost of increased amount
of disk operations and network traffic (that typically grows
beyond the amount of missing data). Other types of codes
(called regenerating codes) have been suggested in order to
address this problem: a) an Local Reconstruction Code (LRC)
[9] that achieves efficiency through piggybacking RS codes.
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Since it is no longer an MDS code, it is less storage-wise
efficient; b) a Simple Regenerating Code (SRC) [10], which
is a random linear code that can achieve the theoretically optimal tradeoff between storage efficiency and traffic bandwidth
[11]. Nevertheless, these codes still suffer from excessive I/O
consumption, and high computational overheads.
Modern research on regenerating codes is mostly focus
on bandwidth and storage, but sacrifices performance considerations (compared to other erasure codes [12]). One slow
down element is the extensive use of GF arithmetic [13].
This drives the common belief that ”xor” based erasure codes
(array codes) are significantly faster than those based on GF
arithmetic (e. g., [14]). This was debunked in [15], suggesting
that codes based on GF arithmetic can become a viable
alternative to array codes if the GF multiplication is cachelimited and highly vectorized. However, subsequent research
past [15], tends to favor array codes over GF based codes.
Recently, Intel has announced [1] that its future architecture, microarchitecture codename ”Ice Lake”, will add new
instructions, which we call ”GF-NI” to accelerate GF (28 )
multiplication and inversion. These have various usages. In
this paper, we show their application to speeding up erasure
codes. The paper focuses on Intel’s new GF-NI instructions,
but for completeness we mention also [16], [17] that discuss a
variant of the vectorized GF-NI on other processors. The use
of other forthcoming instructions is described in [18], [19].
We first show how to leverage the GF-NI instructions for
performing basic arithmetic over GF (28 ) (e. g., vector, matrix
or polynomial multiplications). We then explain how storage
systems that use RAID-6 or RS codes can benefit from it.
Finally, we modified the code of ISA-L in order to predict the
potential improvement of these instructions.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
new GF-NI instructions. In Section III we demonstrate some
workloads that use arithmetic operations over GF (28 ), and
can be sped up by these instructions. Section IV presents
RAID systems, and how GF-NI can contribute, and Section
V describes the RS code. Finally, in Section VI, we modify
the code of ISA-L to use GF-NI, and predict the potential
improvement. We conclude in Section VII.
II. P RELIMINARIES
In this paper, the ”xor” operation is denoted by ⊕, and the
”and” operation by &. The function parity(x) returns 1 if x
has an odd number of set bits, and 0 otherwise. When using
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hexadecimal notation, the LSB is positioned on the right e. g.,
0x11b is 000100011011 in binary. The notation X[j : i],
j > i refers bits of the sub-array of X between positions i
and j (included). The case i = j degenerates to X[i]. The
assembly snippets are written in AT&T assembly syntax.
A. Vectorized GF-NI
Intel’s GF-NI instructions include the VGF2P8MULB,
VGF2P8AFFINEQB, and VGF2P8AFFINEINVQB instructions (denoted for short by MULB, AFFINEB,
and AFFINEINVB, respectively). Alg. 1 describes the
MULB instruction. It performs vectorized multiplication in
GF (28 ), of KL = 16/32/64 8-bit elements that reside in
two 128/256/512-bit registers (named xmm, ymm, zmm,
respectively). The field GF (28 ) is represented in polynomial
representation (this defines the field multiplication) with the
reduction polynomial p = x8 + x4 + x3 + x + 1 .
Algorithm 1 MULB instruction
Inputs: SRC1, SRC2 (wide registers)
Outputs: DST (a wide register)
1: procedure VGF2P8MULB(SRC1, SRC2)
2:
for j in 0 to (KL-1) do
3:
DEST.byte[j] ← GF2P8MULBYTE(SRC1.byte[j], SRC2.byte[j])
4: procedure GF2P8MULBYTE(s1b, s2b)
 s1b,s2b (8 bits)
5:
T[15:0] = 0
6:
for i in 0 to 7 do
7:
if s2b[i] then
8:
T[15:0] = T[15:0] ⊕(s1b  i)
9:
for i in 14 downto 8 do
10:
if T[i] then
11:
T[15:0] = T[15:0] ⊕ (0x11b  (i − 8))
12:
return T[7:0]

MULB can also be used in cases where GF (28 ) is represented with a different polynomial representations. This
requires some linear transformation to/from the representations, and can be performed with the AFFINEB, and
AFFINEINVB instructions that are supplemented to GF-NI,
and described in Alg. 2. Here, an affine transformation is
defined by A · x + b or A · inv(x) + b, accordingly; A is
an 8 × 8-bit matrix vectorized KL = 2/4/8 times; x and b
are 8-bit vectors. In the AFFINEB instruction, the value of b
is a constant prescribed in 
the immediate byte. The inverse of
x is defined in GF (28 )[x] p (a lookup table is given in [1]).
Algorithm 2 AFFINEB and AFFINEINVB instructions
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

Inputs: S1, S2 (wide registers) imm8 (8 bits)
Outputs: D (a wide register)
procedure VGF2P8AFFINE[INV]QB(S1, S2)
for j in 0 to KL − 1 do
for b in 0 to 7 do
k = 64j, q = k + 8b
D[q + 7 : q] = [Inv]AffB(S2[k + 63 : k], S1[q + 7 : q], imm8)
return D[64KL − 1 : 0]

III. BASIC ARITHMETIC OVER GF (28 )
We show the use of GF-NI for GF (28 ) basic arithmetic.
A. Multiplying by 2

7
Let r, a ∈ GF (28 ), where a = i=0 ai xi , with coefficients
in GF (2). The coefficients of r = ”2”a (i. e., the element
00000010) are given by:
r7 = a6 , r6 = a5 , r5 = a4 , r4 = (a3 ⊕ a7 ),
r3 = (a2 ⊕ a7 ), r2 = (a1 ⊕ a7 ), r1 = a0 , r0 = a7
Fig. 1 compares the existing ”legacy” (panel a) and the
GF-NI (panel b) vectorized implementations. In the legacy
implementation, the Most Significant Bit (MSB) (a7 ) of each
value is stored in a mask register %k1 (Step 6), and cleared
(Step 8). Then, the vector is left-shifted, and xored (Step 7,9);
this puts the final results in t (if a7 = 0) or in zmm1 (if
a7 = 1). The final results are blended into t, according to
the original value of a7 (Step 10). In comparison, the GFNI implementation requires only one AFFINEB instruction.
(a) Legacy
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

(b) GF-NI

. s e t t , %zmm0
.mask1 :
.qword 0 x f e f e f e f e f e f e f e f e
.mask2 :
.qword 0 x1d1d1d1d1d1d1d1d
vpmovb2m t ,%k1
v p s l l q $1 , t , t
vpandq . m a s k 1 (% r i p ) , t , t
vpxorq . m a s k 2 (% r i p ) , t ,%zmm1
vpblendmb %zmm1 , t , t {%k1}

1
2
3
4
5

. s e t t , %zmm0
.mtrx :
. b y t e 0 x40 , 0 x20 , 0 x10 , 0 x88 ,
. b y t e 0 x84 , 0 x82 , 0 x01 , 0 x80
v g f 2 p 8 a f f i n e q b $0x00 , . m t r x (% r i p ) , t , t

Fig. 1. Using affine transformation for multiplying a vector by 2.

B. Matrix multiplication
a) Multiplying two 8 × 8-bit matrices: Calculating the
product C = AB, of two 8 × 8-bit matrices (A, B) can be
implemented easily with the AFFINEB. The two matrices
are first loaded into two zmm registers (where each byte
represents a column of the matrix). If AFFINEB is run over
these inputs directly, we get the columns of A multiplied
by with the columns of B, so we need to transpose A
in order to get the desired result. To this end, we use
AFFINEB with A and I (the identity matrix encoded as
0x80,0x40,0x20,0x10,0x08,0x04,0x02,0x01) as
the first and second operands, respectively.
b) Multiplying two 64 × 64-bit matrices: For calculating
the product C = AB of two 64 × 64-bit matrices (A, B) we
divide each matrix to 8 × 8 sub-matrices, each one is an 8 × 8bit matrix. Let Xi,j denote the sub-matrix of X in row i and
column j. Then,

Ci,j =

7



Ai,k Bk,j



k=0

7: procedure [I NV ]A FF B(s2, s1, imm8)
8:
for i = 0 to 7 do
9:
T[7-i] = parity(s2[8i+7 : 8i] & [inv](s1)) ⊕ imm8[i]
10:
return T[7:0]
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Calculating each of the sub-matrices of C requires only 8×2
AFFINEB invocations (assuming a transpose is required). This
costs 512×2 AFFINEB invocations for the two matrices product. We point out that the columns of the sub-matrix Ai,j are
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stored in bytes j + i + 8k, k = 0, . . . , 7 in memory. Collecting
them can be done with the VPGATHERQQ instruction. Moreover, using an ”AFFINEB friendly” memory arrangement, can
further accelerate the loading/storing operations.
C. Polynomial multiplication
Let C, A, B, P be polynomials with coefficients in
GF (28 )[x]. We use the MULB instruction to compute C =
A·B (mod P ). Fig. 2 illustrates the code flow for multiplying
polynomial of degree 7. The inputs A, B, P are loaded into the
lower quadword (64 bits) of xmm8, xmm9, and xmm10, respectively. The upper quadwords of these registers are padded
with zeros.
The illustrated code executes the Schoolbook multiplication
(Steps 9-14), placing the resulting product in xmm11. The
reduction (Steps 16-25)
 according to the iterative
 is performed
equation C = C ⊕ Ci+8 · P · xi , i = 6, . . . , 0. In the end,
xmm11 holds the result. We note that using this code with
larger registers (ymm or zmm) allows to multiply polynomials
of higher degrees (15 and 31, respectively) in a similar way.
Alternatively, these register can vectorized the multiplication
of two/four 7-degree polynomials in parallel.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

.irp i , 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7
. m a s k\ i :
. b y t e 0 x0 \ i , 0 x0 \ i , . . . , 0 x0 \ i
.endr
.irp i , 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7
vmovdqa . m a s k \ i (% r i p ) , %xmm\ i
.endr
.irp i , 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 # Multiplication
vpshufb
%xmm\ i , %xmm8, %xmm12
vgf2p8mulb %xmm9, %xmm12 , %xmm13
vpxor
%xmm13 , %xmm11 , %xmm11
vpslldq
$1 ,
%xmm9, %xmm9
.endr
. i r p i , 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 # Reduction
vpaddq . m a s k 7 (% r i p ) , %xmm\ i , %xmm\ i
.endr
.irp i ,6 ,5 ,4 ,3 ,2 ,1 ,0
vpshufb
%xmm\ i ,
vgf2p8mulb %xmm12 ,
vpslldq
$\ i ,
vpxorq
%xmm13 ,
.endr

%xmm11 ,
%xmm10 ,
%xmm13 ,
%xmm11 ,

%xmm12 # c [ 8+ i ] , c [ 8+ i ] , . . .
%xmm13 # c [ 8+ i ] ∗ P
%xmm13 # c [ 8+ i ] ∗ P∗x ˆ i
%xmm11

Fig. 2. Multiplication of polynomials of degree 7 (coefficients in GF (28 )[x].)

IV. RAID-6
RAID is a virtualized storage system based on multiple
physical hard drives (di , i = 1, . . . , k) each has multiple stripes (di,j , j = 1, . . . , l). It uses striping, mirroring,
and additional checksum disk drives, in order to improve
performance, while maintaining high data redundancy. For
example, RAID-4 and RAID-5 use the same simple erasure
code (a parity MDS code), but have a different stripes layout.
RAID-4 uses fixed disk identities and an additional disk P ,
dedicated for checksum data. The stripes of P are defined
by (pi = d1,i ⊕ d2,i ⊕ . . . ⊕ dk,i ). In contrast, RAID-5
uses rotational identities on a stripe-by-stripe basis (each disk
holds the same amount of data and coding). This offers better
balancing of the system.
RAID-6 systems are a bit more complicated. They use a
similar parity disk P as in RAID-4/5, and an additional disk

Q. The data stored on Q is based on GF (28 ) arithmetic,
setting qi = d1,i ⊕ 20 d2,i ⊕ · · · ⊕ 2k−1 dk,i . This allows the
system to tolerate failures of any two disks. Common RAID6 implementations use a rearranged version of this equation:
qi = 2(2(. . . 2(2dk ⊕ dk1 ) . . .) ⊕ d2 ) ⊕ d1 , which requires only
XORs and multiplication by 2. The latter can be accelerated
with the method described in Section III-A.
V. ACCELERATING R EED S OLOMON C ODES
RS codes are MDS codes that are able to correct multiple errors (e. g., in RAID systems). An RS(n, k) code uses n-symbol
codewords with k data symbols, and r = n−k checksum symbols (k < n and can be defined by design). Common RS(n, k)
codes operate over GF (2w ), w ∈ {4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128}, and
n < 2w , where symbols are bit strings. For example, an RS
code that operates on 8-bit symbols, has codewords of length
n < 28 − 1 = 255 symbols. Fixing k = 223 data symbols
leaves room for up to 32 checksum symbols. This code can
correct up to 32/2 = 16 symbol errors per codeword.
We briefly describe RS(n,k) encoding (see details in [20],
[21]). Denote each data disk by di , i = 1, . . . , k (for simplicity,
assume that each disk contains one strip). We denote checksum
disks by cj j = 1, . . . , r ( c1 =P , c2 =Q is used in Section
IV). The encoding function is based on r functions (fi ) that
are defined as a linear
 combination of the data symbols ci =
dj fi,j . Therefore, the encoding is given as
fi (d1 , . . . , dk ) =
a matrix A = (I; F ) where A · d = (d; c) and I is the identity
matrix. A = (I; F ) needs to be chosen in a way that submatrix of A, with k rows, is invertible. Typically, a common
choice is the Vandermonde matrix where fi,j = j i−1
⎛
⎜f1,1
⎜
⎜f2,1
A=⎜
⎜f3,1
⎜
⎝ .
fr,1

f1,2
f2,2
f3,2
.
fr,2

Ik×k
f1,3
f2,3
f3,3
...
fr,3

⎞
...
...
...
.
...

⎛

⎜
f1,k ⎟
⎟ ⎜1 1
⎟
f2,k ⎟ ⎜
1 2
=⎜
⎜1 22
f3,k ⎟
⎟ ⎜
. ⎠ ⎝. .
fr,k
1 2r−1

Ik×k
1
3
32
.
3r−1

⎞
... 1 ⎟
⎟
... k ⎟
⎟
. . . k2 ⎟
⎟
... . ⎠
. . . k r−1


When data in one of the data disks (dj ) is modified (to dj ),

the checksum disks can be modified by ci = fi,j (dj − dj ).
VI. GF-NI USAGE FOR ERASURE CODES
We predict the potential improvement that GF-NI can
contribute in future platforms, before real processors are
available. To this end, we used the ISA-L [22] that provides
an implementation of erasure codes, based on GF arithmetic.
ISA-L performs fast GF multiplication of a, b ∈ GF (2w ),
using a technique that is similar to [15]. First, calculate all the
possible products of a by any element in GF (2w ) (there are
2w options), and place them in a table. Subsequently, choose
the relevant value from the table, according to the value of
b. This method becomes more efficient when it is applied for
multiplying a by a vector of values B, because the table need
to be calculated only once.
For sufficiently small w, the full table can be embedded
in some wide registers. For example, for w = 4, the table
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contains 16 symbols of 16-bit. These can be embedded in one
ymm or register two xmm registers. We are interested in the
case w = 8. Here, the table is larger, and holds 28 = 256
symbols. Reducing the size of this table [15] can be achieved
by observing that b = (bh  4) ⊕ bl and ab = (a(bh 
4)) ⊕ a(bl ). Thus, each byte (degenerated to have 4 zero bits)
can be calculated separately, by using only 16 symbols as in
the case for w=4 (a similar method was also proposed in [23]).
The ISA-L code consists of three main primitives that operate over GF (28 ): a) gf_vect_mul - performs vectorized
multiplication; b) gf_vect_dot_prod_perf - performs
vectorized multiplication, while accumulating the results (of
each one) into a single value; c) gf_vect_mad- performs
vectorized multiplication while adding the results of a previously vector. The gf_vect_dot_prod_perf method is
used to encode the data, as explained in Section V. The
gf_vect_mad function is used for updating an existing
codeword, after some change to the data has occurred.
To evaluate the performance of these functions, and of the
encoding and encoding update functions, we used the performance tests built-in with the ISA-L package. We compared
AVX2 implementations, because the ISA-L AVX512 code
based on lookup tables, was slower than its AVX2 counterpart.
The results are given in Table I. To overcome the fact that the
GF-NI are not yet available in real silicon, we use ”stand in”
replacements to estimate the predicted performance. Here, we
replaced the assembly code that handles the tables (as above)
with the single instruction VPMULDQ instruction. We believe
it would have the same latency and throughput as GF-NI.
The experiments were carried out on a platform with the
R
CoreT M processor (”Kaby Lake”) 7th Generation Intel
i7 − 7700 CPU at 3.60 GHz. The platform has 32K L1d
and L1i cache, 256K L2 cache, and 8, 192K L3 cache. It was
R
Turbo Boost Technology. The
configured to disable the Intel
runs were carried out on a Linux (Ubuntu 16.04.3 LTS) OS.
TABLE I
S PEED UP PREDICTIONS FROM USING GF-NI IN ISA-L. P ERFORMANCE
NUMBERS ARE REPORTED IN MILLISECONDS ( LOWER IS BETTER ).
Function
Reference impl. Stand-in impl. Speedup
gf_vect_mul
819
624
1.31
gf_vect_dot_prod_perf
223
159
1.4
gf_vect_mad
771
700
1.1
Encode
2,686
1,462
1.834
Encode update
3,135
2,800
1.11

VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper shows Intel’s new forthcoming vectorized
GF-NI, and demonstrates several usages that can enjoy their
faster GF (28 ) arithmetic offering. We used the erasure code
implementation of ISA-L, to provide estimations for future
performance improvements. Our results predict a speedup
of 1.4x over the current ISA-L implementation. Finally,
we note that erasure codes based on GF (28 ) constructions
have been replaced by array codes, due to performance
considerations. We hope that the coming performance
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improvements contributed by GF-NI, could reopen the door
for deploying GF (28 ) based erasure codes.
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